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 بسم هللا الرحمن الرحيم

In this lecture we will discuss these topics: 

-Serotonin 
-EEG 
-sleep 
It is a very easy sheet  you don’t have to refer to the slides each word is written her.  

 
Serotonin=also known as 5-hydroxytrytamine=5-HT 

 
Serotonin is synthesis from tryptophan “which is an essential amino acid” so the rate limiting 
step in this synthetic pathway depend on the presence & availability of tryptophan.  
 
Serotonin is similar to biogenic amine, in which is degraded by 2 enzyme (COMT/MAO) 
 
Serotonin is produce by certain cells located in the brain stem ---> collectively they called raphe 
complex (dorsal raphe, median raphe, raphe Magnus).raphe refer to serotonin production 

  
                                     
 
 
 
 
 

 

From raphe complex, serotonin spread to 
wide area in the CNS, including spinal cord, 
cerebellum & mainly to the secondary & 
associated cortex.  
*serotonin interfere with perception & 
processing of sensations & thoughts, and 
since it is present in the secondary & 
association cortex it alters how the brain 
processes these sensations, therfore many 
of the drugs that target serotonin are 
hallucinogenic because they influence 
perception & processing of our sensations 
                                                                                                                            
 
 
 

Serotonin is the most effective neurotransmitter as a modulator in the brain cortex, which makes sense, 

because it is the most abundant one there. 
                                                    We will explain this in more detail after a matter of moment  
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5-HT3A 
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5-HT3C 
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5-TH1F 

 

5-TH2A 

5-HT2B 

5-HT2C 

 
 
                      
 

 

 

(5-HT1A, 5-HT1B, and 5-HT2B) can be either presynaptic or postsynaptic, in which they affect 

the release of serotonin itself & other neurotransmitter. 

As we took in pharmacodynamics last year, that different type of drugs that target different 

type of receptors to perform different function, this illustrate why anti-psychotics, anti-anxiety, 

anti-emetic & anti-migraine.. ALL THESE DRUGS WORK ON SEROTONIN BUT IN DIFFERENT 

SUBTYPE OF IT’S RECEPTORS, SO THEY EXECUTE DIFFERENT FUNCTIONS 

Types of serotonin receptor 

5-HTaka serotonin, but if we 

add a number or an alphabet next 

to 5-HT like (5-HT3A, 5HT2B) it 

become serotonin receptor. 

let’s talk about serotonin receptor in more 
detail.. look to this figure 

If the receptors have number 3 it indicate an ion channel receptor, so 

serotonin will act in a fast manner, not as neuromodulator  

If the receptors have number 1 it indicate that these receptor work as 

modulator by using g-protein I subunit (Gi/o)which is an inhibitory 

subunit that decease CAMP “these receptors are inhibitory in nature” 

While we notice receptors which have any number rather than 3,1,2  work 

through G-protein S subunit (Gs), that increase CAMP 

If the receptors have number 2 it indicate that these receptor work 

by activating phospholipase C pathway, which ultimately increase Ca 

release from inside the cell 
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As conclusion, serotonin exist in a large quantities, and work through a various type of receptor 

some are(excitatory, inhibitory) and other is (fast, or control level of CAMP, or Ca level through 

phospholipase C) accordingly serotonin interfere with many fates  

Serotonin play a role in sleep, sexuality, impulsivity, aggression, stress, drug abuse, eating 

disorders, schizophrenia, autism, anxiety, interfere with perception &processing of sensation 

causing hallucination & most importantly the mood due to the presence of different receptors 

so many functions. 

Serotonin is found in high amounts in the cortex especially in the prefrontal cortex. Mood 

disorders like depression is associated with decrease level of serotonin so prefrontal cortex 

become unable to perform its function probably therefore most of mood regulator & 

antidepressant drugs they target serotonin and try to increase its level through selective 

reuptake inhibitor (SSRI).  

Although newer drugs its main target is serotonin, other newer drugs like anti-psychotic & 

mood stabilizer are combined with dopamine & norepinephrine factors , and works to increase 

their levels , due to the fact that there is a lot of neurotransmitters in the prefrontal cortex and 

serotonin does not work alone, but interact with them. So these drugs are more effective on 

mood regulation by working in many neurotransmitters instead of serotonin only. 

EEG: electroencephalography التخطيطي لكهربة الدماغ __ الرسم  

Recording of electrical activity of the brain  

*we apply electrode over the skin of the skull, and these electrode can detect & draw the 

change in electricity that is result from movement of ions & action potential of both excitatory 

”glutamate”& inhibitory ”GABA” 

*according to the number & type of neuron it will change the shape of wave &it’s complexity. 

EEG Waves divided into:-  

Frequency: the number of oscillations/ waves per second measured in hertz (HZ), reflect the 

firing rate of neuron  

According to the frequency we divide the EEG waves into alpha, beta, theta, and delta. 

 

 

  

*Amplitude: the magnitude of brain waves, measured in millivolt (mV), gives an indication of the 

wave’s “power”. 

* The number of neurons firing in synchrony & the distance between the neurons and the 

recording electrode. 
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Delta waves shows when the brain is not  

# Slowest frequency waves: 1-3 Hz                       function 

# Associated tasks & behaviors: deep, dreamless sleep, not moving, not attentive, 

and sleeping 

 

Theta waves             

# Slow wave frequency: 4-8 Hz                       ر                       بس مش كتير بفكصاحي  

# Associated tasks & behaviors: 

State between wakefulness & sleep “drowsy مسطل بس ما دخل بالنوم” 

During sleep, meditation, internal focus, and prayer; subconsciousness.  

*meditation & prayer induce theta waves. 

 

Alpha waves  mild & normal processing 

#Mid wave frequency: 8-13Hz 

#Associated tasks & behaviors: relaxing, watching T.V, light reading (e.g. novel), 

eye closed. 

 Parietal & occipital lobes: if the person is awake the alpha waves always will 

presents in these two loops, remember from the previous lectures ---> 

occipital for vision , while parietal ---> to interpret what around us, 

relations, area5,7… 
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Beta waves  heavy, selective processing 

#high wave frequency: 12-35 Hz 

#Associated tasks & behaviors: listening and thinking during analytical problem 

solving, judgment, decision making, processing information 

 The presence of B waves depend on the region where task processing take 

place, as an example: 
     If you want to take decision β waves will present in prefrontal loop 

     If you want to analyses tone for specific something you hear β waves will present in auditory region  

     If you want to focus & scrutinize in something you see β waves will present in vision region. 

 

 The normal dominant rhythm 

 Mostly on temporal &frontal lobe 

  

Sleep  

The first question is, why do we sleep? 

1- Adaptive evolutionary function 

 Safety 

 Energy conservation/efficiency 

2- Restorative function 

 Body rejuvenation “resting” & growth 
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3- Brain plasticity 

 Enhances synaptic connection 

 Memory consolidation (we will explain this later in this sheet) 

 

During the day we receive many information, sensation & our brain will process 

them (store, sort & compared with previous ones) to get output, but at the end of 

the day the brain should organize & arrange his affairs. 

 

If we want to walk up “which is not the normal passive thing” we need activation 

to the brain to become awake 

So we have certain cells & areas in our brain their main function activate the 

cortex to do its processing, and without these walking centers the activity & 

processing of the cortex will decrease & we go to sleep accordingly   

   

This walking center called RAS system reticular activating system, this 

ascending arousal system promote wake, and due to development of 

immunohistochemistry stains & neuroanatomy, we know that  

1) RAS system composed of nuclei found in brainstem & subcortex 

2) This system produce neurotransmitter ( dopamine, norepinephrine, 

serotonin & histamine) in addition to ( hypocreatin “orexin”) from 

certain areas in subcortex 

Accordingly if person want to sleep this areas should turned off, and one of the 

most important inhibitor to these centers, area in hypothalamus called 

ventrolateral preoptic area VLPO, where GABA is secreted. 

 

As a conclusion: 

 

                               The first one promote awake 

2 pathway                                                                                there is a flip-flop between 

                               The second one promote sleep             these 2 centers 
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Certain factors affecting RAS system & others affecting/regulate VLPO & GABA 

system to get switching between them so either we will be awake 

or sleep 

 

 

# Some abnormality:- ( Narcolepsy VS Insomnia) 

If VIPO,GABA system activated more  these person will fell sleepy or sleep 

easily even in weird places or situations  and this what we call 

(Narcolepsy) 

But if RAS system is activated more  these person do not sleep well enough 

(Insomnia) 

Regulation 
1- Biological clock  

 Suprachiasmatic nucleus 

 Pineal gland  

2- Adenosine 

 

Suprachaismatic nucleus: a nucleus situated in the hypothalamus atop the optic 

chiasm, it depend in on vision & light to regulate sleep-walk cycle, so its 

responsible for organizing circadian rhythms by affecting VLPO directly ,also 

this nucleus affects VLPO indirectly through  

Pineal gland which is a gland attached to the dorsal tectum, during day 

suprachiasmatic nucleus inhibit pineal gland from secreting melatonin , where as 

during night this inhibition is relieved so melatonin levels increase and VLPO is 

activated (by melatonin) and person feels sleepy.    

                               directly inhibiting to RAS 

* melatonin  

                                Increase activity to VLPO 

  

So what’s happen during dim light? 

1) Suprachiasmatic nuclei activity is decreased         factors make person more 

2) Increase secretion of melatonin                               prone to sleep   

Melatonin, produced by pineal gland 

release at night-inhibited during the 

day (circadian regulation), initiates & 

maintain sleep, treat symptoms of 

Jet lag & insomnia  
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Jet lag:is a physiological condition which result from alteration to the body’s 

circadian rhythms caused by rabid long-distance trans-meridian “like 

travelling from Jordan to America which have a different day cycle) so 

the person become unable to sleep, or has intermitted& incomplete 

sleep, sleep during morning, insomnia  until our cycle adapt to the 

newer situation or cycle 

Adenosine    

Remember adenosine is associated with ATP, during waking the brain consume 

ATP so if ATP consumption increase in the brain during working & 

processing of neuron 

*adenosine have a lot of receptors, the most famous one is A1 receptor  

* A1 receptor is inhibitory receptor found in acetylcholine neuron, so increase in 

adenosine will make inhibition to acetylcholine neuron  ultimately 

decrease ACH function represented by (    sustain attention ,     

processing &     retain of memory) 

                                                                             If decreased       attention 
*remember RAS system release ACH  
                                                                           More & more decrease  sleep 
 
 

*theophylline & caffeine they are A1 antagonist  so it will antagonize the 

effect of adenosine on A1 receptor     activity of ACH (     attention 
& awaken) 

 

Sleep stages 
1) Awake  
2) Stage1 

Stage2              
Stage3 
Stage4 

3) Rapid eye movement sleep(REM) 
 

slow wave (NREM)/non REM sleep 
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NREM (stage 1): in this stage the brain turning off a little pit of the cortex, eye 

are closed, relaxation begins, EEG show theta wave, nevertheless in this 
stage the person is easily arousal, can hear everything, & even may focus & 
converse with you, originally because he is still awake  

   

   NREM (stage 2):  the brain become more turned off, EEG pattern is irregular 

(K complex)& sleep spindle (higher voltage wave bursts), arousal is more difficult, 
the person is sleep & even if he being aroused he will be aware that a short 
period of time he is missed & doesn’t focus in.                                

 

NREM (stage 3):sleep deepens, theta & delta waves appear, vital sign 

(respiratory/heart rate) decline, muscle become relax, dream is common, arousal 
is more difficult than stage 2 due to the fact that more area in the brain cortex 
already has turned off 

                                           

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note1:  

*Remember: if the brain receives sensation  it will undergo processing & interpretation of this input 

*if we have processing without sensation we end up with hallucination  

* While if we have processing without sensation when the person is sleep the result will be  dreams 

*in dreams we have activity in the cortex without receives sensation  & this happen because                                                                                                    

certain areas during this stage (stage3)of sleep is    

 

 

 

Turned off(delta waves) 

Turned on (this area send information to 

associated cortex & this will interpreted as 

thought & information in the front to you &this 

is how dreams occur   
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*In stage 3 , if motor area was on of the areas that are still active ,then sleep 

walking or sleep talking  might happen .  

 

NREM (stage 4):almost complete turned over to the brain, the brain dominant 

by Delta waves represented by EEG, skeletal muscle become more & more 

relaxed, breathing & vital sign decline, arousal is more difficult  

 

Now the time is come for the brain to process & store all the information 

that he receives during the day 

 Remove some connections we don’t wanted 

 Make new connections, or strengthen other “enhance synaptic connection” 

 Consolidation of some synapse & connections that happen during the day, & 

sort information next to each other 

 Convert the short term memory to long term memory by making more 

activation to the synapse & this is known as memory consolidation  

 

In order to do all these things, we need the brain to 

 become very active, as a result β wave is present & 

 desynchronized EEG pattern  

*β waves represent high activity of the brain 

 

 

Actually individual who does not obtain REM sleep  

His brain will affected functionally (processing, Memory & cognitive) and that was 

one of the experiment that has done on animals, by devoid them from REM sleep, 

at the end these animals died without any other reason ( just from sleep 

deprivation) 

 

Because the brain is very active, it demand a lot of oxygen & glucose so 

physiological arousal threshold increased again  

Note3: memory consolidation is 

defined as a time-depended process 

by which recent learned experiences 

are transformed into long-term 

memory, presumably by structural & 

chemical changes in the nervous 

system (e.g. the strengthening of 

synaptic connections between 

neurons 
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1- Heart rate quickens 

2- Breathing more irregular & rapid 

3- Brain waves activity resemble wakefulness (β waves as we said earlier) 

4- Genital arousal  

  

 

In order not to loss this activity  

1- Motor output is turned of  loss of muscle tone (paralysis) 

2- Sensory is also turned off  so now its difficult to reach cortex  therefore 

the arousal in this stage is hardest among other sleep stages. 

                                                                                                                                                                              

1 deep cycle= stage1 

                               Stage2            of NREM + 1 REM 
                               Stage3 
                               Stage 4 

The duration of the cycle is different in each time, from one day to another, even 
in the same person, moreover the proportion of REM in each cycle may differ also 

 the average duration of each cycle is 1.5 hrs.  

 the average duration of  REM 20-30 sec 
Person who sleep enough time for 7-8 hrs.   will have at average 4 sleep cycle. 
**with aging total amount of sleep decrease and more importantly , REM 
proportion decreases 
   
*If you were being waking up all the night, in the next night you will sleep and
 enter REM sleep faster, even the percentage of REM sleep will be
 more since you didn’t get enough sleep in the previous night.   
 **The night where you study hard, trying to remember general information
 and learning new things, you will inter REM sleep directly and its
 percentages will be more. 
  
Vivid, emotional dreams  

Any activity in the brain go to the associated cortex while we sleep its will 

interpreted & form dreams as we said previously, and we said also that in REM 

sleep the brain do processed & there is a highly active areas, therefore as stage 3 

of NREM sleep, the REM sleep will also from dreams. 

Note4: vital sign  
*In stage 3 &4 of NREM sleep is 
decreased  
*In REM sleep is increased 
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Almost in every REM cycle we have 1 dream  
So, in average the person will dream 3-4 time in every sleep, but if we add the 
dreams from stage 3 of NREM, we end up at least with total 4-5-6 dreams each 
night.. 
 
Wow, The question now; why we don’t feel all these dreams: 
Because each cycle come, will remove the connection of previous cycle & prevent 
them from converted to memory 
 
The dilemma is we still can remember some of our dreams :* 

1- either you awake during that dream, so you will still aware about it 
2- or the brain decide that this dream is important, as a result, will convert it 

into long memory  
 
 
 
 
Differences between dreams in REM & stage3 of NREM: 
                                             REM (3 per night) 
Each day we dream  
                                             NREM (stage3)  

REM NREM 

Longer, more detailed Short, less active 

Fantasy world/non-
realistic/non-logic  
As you dream in weird 
things 

Logical/ realistic 

Nightmares “just thinking” result from 
normal connection & 
events happen with us or 
idea we think about it, 
which is still remain in 
short term memory 

 
*All nightmares is due to REM sleep  
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 Thanks a lot  

ً  الحمدهللا                                                                   دائماً وابدا


